USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10208.30

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
CEO_Stricker says:
::In Main Engineering going over propulsion systems reports::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA IS CURRENTLY 'DEAD' IN SPACE AFTER THE ENCOUNTER WITH THE MICRO-SHIPS
CO_Eden says:
::On the bridge quickly looking over department reports on repairs::
TO_Usimov says:
::In TAC checking on weapons and shields to see if the power is coming back at all::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::In Main Engineering, assisting the Geneva crew::
EO_Chapu says:
:: In Main Engineering, attempting to calibrate the Warp Core to get it back up and running ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::On the bridge starting to focus on contact with the new and improved light in space::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: CURRENTLY, THERE ARE TWO MASSIVE ENERGY SOURCES TRAVELING RAPIDLY TOWARDS THE GENEVA. THEY APPEAR TO BE MOVING ONLY BECAUSE THEY ARE AT GREAT DISTANCE AND ARE TREMENDOUSLY MASSIVE
CEO_Stricker says:
EO/CIV: What is the status on the warp drive gentlemen?
TO_Usimov says:
::glancing sideways to check the light that is out there, to see how close it is::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Any luck communicating with it?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Takes a seat on the floor right of view screen.... not at all in the way::
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: Well, it's still here... but that's all the good new I have.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Not yet.  Maybe it's the distance
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Can the sarcasm please Commander. But it's noted.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, I'M reading two massive energy sources moving rapidly towards our position
EO_Chapu says:
CEO/CIV:  I'm having a difficult time getting the Warp Core calibrated enough to get it up.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I'll keep trying.
CO_Eden says:
*CEO*: Engineering, we need propulsion now.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: I'll give you all can Captain!
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: WHILE THE MICRO-SHIP BEINGS AGREED TO LEAVE THE GENEVA, THEY JUST AS QUICKLY AVOIDED HELPING WITH THE REPAIRS TO THE DAMAGE THEY WREAKED ON THE SHIP'S SYSTEMS
CIV_Jacobs says:
EO: Let me try realigning the field emitters, then try again.  ::Realigns the emitters::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Give the bridge control everything you can. We need the ship to start moving ok?
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Two energy sources?  Do you think it's organic?
EO_Chapu says:
:: tries a different algorithm ::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: The relative size indicates that these objects are too massive to support life.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Tries to relax and just let it happen.::
TO_Usimov says:
::not able to gain any power to the shields or weapons::
CIV_Jacobs says:
EO: OK, how's that?
CO_Eden says:
::Nods to the CNS::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: However, we don't have sufficient knowledge regarding these energy sources.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Ok ma'am, try it now. I've giving you everything we have!
CNS_Bauer says:
::Gives Captain an “I'm not sure I'm good enough for this look”::
TO_Usimov says:
::sees the light sources closing in on the Geneva quickly, but not able to do anything about it::
EO_Chapu says:
:: moves over and taps several buttons, give everything that they have on the Warp Core; then continues the calibrations ::
EO_Chapu says:
CIV:  Hold on, Commander.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: I just gave the bridge everything we got down here so we can move. Please give me the status so far after the power transfer please.
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Could it be damaging to the Geneva?
CSO_Taal says:
::checks sensor data::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: The amount of energy from the energy sources is capable of destroying the Geneva.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Thinks for a moment::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO/CIV: Field emitter Foxtrot 3 seems to be off-line.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Our shields could not withstand the amount of energy of this magnitude.
TO_Usimov says:
*CEO*: It seems that the power to the shields and weapons is being restored rather slowly and with that light, or whatever it is approaching the ship so quickly we will need more power, do you think that will happen shortly?
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Should I send a team or can we fix it from here?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Beginning to doubt he will be as lucky this time at making a link::
CO_Eden says:
::Sighs::  CSO: Keep getting as much information from it as you can.
Thing says:
::buffs up his shoulders, knowing that he'll look even bigger to these puny, tiny, itsy, bitsy bipods.::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Acknowledged, captain.
EO_Chapu says:
:: taps some buttons next to him ::
CO_Eden says:
TO: How much time until contact with that thing?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks No! I can't give up..... Not yet::
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Sir, if it keeps moving at that rate it will be here in about 1 hour.
Thing says:
::whirls himself around the outside of the ship:: Self: Wheeeee..
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: I think I got it, sir.  Let me see if I can get it working
CO_Eden says:
::Keeps glancing back to Lt. Bauer convinced that this thing is sentient::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok also run a level 2 diagnostic on it so this doesn't happen again
CNS_Bauer says:
::decides to send the two beings a message::
TO_Usimov says:
::taps combadge::
EO_Chapu says:
:: notes that there is movement in the Field Emitter Foxtrot ::
Thing says:
::looks at the Geneva, and squints, because it is so small::
TO_Usimov says:
::glances at CO to see if she heard the approximate time of arrival of the light::
Thing says:
Self: Peculiar....  ::tilts his head and peers closer::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, I'm reading bioelectric energy.
CEO_Stricker says:
*TO*: If you need any power you might need an allocating from OPS however ::Transfers power to main shields:: This might help you.
EO_Chapu says:
Computer:  Computer, run level 2 diagnostic on Field Emitter Foxtrot.
CNS_Bauer says:
THING: ~~~I know you are there.  Can you understand me?~~~
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV; I know it is not your area but I need you to monitor the power of our shields and warp field both
CO_Eden says:
TO: Thank you.
TO_Usimov says:
*CEO*: Thank you, sir.  That seems to be bringing the power up a little more quickly.
Thing says:
::blinks as it appears someone is talking to him::  Self: Spiffy....   ::grabs hold of the ship, and tilts it upside down, peering into the wee lil' windows::
TO_Usimov says:
CO: You are most welcome, sir.
CEO_Stricker says:
*TO*: If you need any else with the shield, don't be afraid to ask! Stricker out!
CNS_Bauer says:
THING:~~~NOOOO! Don't do that. ~~~
Thing says:
::shakes the ship:: Ship:: Helllooooo... ?
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: Stricker, just how "massive" is this "massive object" near us?
TO_Usimov says:
*CEO*: Thank you, sir, I will let you know.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, we are... engulfed... by the massive lifeform.
Thing says:
::wonders if it is for eating::
EO_Chapu says:
:: re-routes some of the power flow from Field Emitter Foxtrot, to get things going better then it is now.::
CNS_Bauer says:
THING: ~~~I can't speak to you unless you let me go.~~~
CO_Eden says:
CSO: What?  How are we still here?
CNS_Bauer says:
THING: ~~~Please.~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Captain I have made contact.
TO_Usimov says:
::watching the light and getting the weapons ready just in case::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Logic dictates that we're still 'here', because the lifeform is allowing us to be.
CO_Eden says:
TO: I thought it wasn't within contact range yet?
Host Thang says:
ACTION: THE OTHER HUMONGOUS ENERGY BEING APPROACHES THE FIRST
CEO_Stricker says:
::Running a few tests:: CIV: I beg your pardon Commander? 
Thing says:
::blinks and wonders where that voice is coming from::  Ship: Is that you talking, .. Whatever you are?
TO_Usimov says:
CO: That is correct, sir - but my calculations we still have about a half hour to 45 minutes.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: The beings are approaching each other.
CNS_Bauer says:
THING: ~~~I am called ZACH. What do they call you and your companion?~~~
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Status report on the emitters?
Thing says:
::puts the ship in his "mouth" and tries to eat it, only to discover that it pass right through him ::
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Well that's just great.  I suppose we'd better keep it entertained then.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Commander Stricker, I believe that I have the Warp Core almost finished being calibrated.  I'm currently running the Level. 2 diagnostic still.
CO_Eden says:
CNS: What does it want?
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: Well, I was just thinking... just how massive is this object near us.  Could the gravity well be interfering with the warp field?  We can compensate for that.
CNS_Bauer says:
THING: Please we are not good to eat.  We can get you food though.~~~
TO_Usimov says:
CO: The light seems to have sped up and is now upon us...
Host Thang says:
Thing: No you don not eat it, it is not for eating... it is for scratching...... ::moves in such a ways as to rub against the Geneva
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Food....I think.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: How long will it take you until both the recalibration and the diagnostic are both complete?
Thing says:
Thang: Ohhhhh.... Here.. I got an itch on my back...  ::points::
Thing says:
Thang: Hey.. Is it like.. A shower scrubber thingee?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Perhaps we should wear funny hats.
Host Thang says:
ACTION: AS THANG MOVES, THE GENEVA IS SEVERELY ROCKED
Thing says:
Thang: I keep hearing voices in my head though..
CNS_Bauer says:
THANG: ~~~Please you must let us go. ~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::falls down::
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Ok, agreed. Anything you can do to get more power into those engines please do it Commander
CO_Eden says:
::Glances in hidden surprise at Lt. Taal... Vulcan humor?::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  I believe that I am just about done, sir.  ETA 2 minutes.  Can you please double check it, Commander?
CSO_Taal says:
::gets back up::
Host Thang says:
Thing: What is a "head?"
CO_Eden says:
::Steadies herself as the ship shakes::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: It appears we aren't as entertaining as before captain.
CNS_Bauer says:
THING/THANG: STOP THIS! Right now. I thought you to be intelligent beings.  Was I wrong? Put me down and let's talk.~~~
CEO_Stricker says:
::Takes over the EO's console and checks his work:: EO: Ok, it's well done. Good work. I'll inform the bridge!
Thing says:
Thang: Not exactly sure.. but.. I keep hearing voices......
TO_Usimov says:
::holds on to console, and checks to see what the things are doing::
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CSO*: Taal, can you get a good sensor reading of the mass of these objects out there?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Not as intelligent or reasonable, Captain.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Aye, sir.  Thank you, sir.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: The Geneva's entire recalibration of the propulsion systems will be done in two minutes. By the way, what keeps rocking us?
CO_Eden says:
*CEO*: Engineering, reinforce the IDF.  We're making progress up here but the creatures seem to shake the ship occasionally.
CSO_Taal says:
*CIV*: Scans are limited due to the size of the lifeforms.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok you heard the CO. Reinforce the IDF now!
EO_Chapu says:
:: receives the diagnostic of the emitter; gets cracking on it ::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: We're on it Captain!
CNS_Bauer says:
THING/THANG: ~~~Well wouldn't you like to hear what the voice has to say before you kill me?~~~
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CSO*: Well, if you ever want us to move, I'm gonna need something.  Got a good guess?
Host Thang says:
Thing: voices? As in "sound?" you hear sounds?
Thing says:
Thang: Just like that.. You heard that?  Where is it coming from?  ::tilts the ship around to see where the noise is coming from::
Thing says:
Thang: Yes... sounds.. Sound energy.
TO_Usimov says:
::holds on again as the ship is rocked by the lifeforms outside the Geneva::
CSO_Taal says:
*CIV*: Before the lifeforms engulfed us, I read bioelectric energy.
CO_Eden says:
*CEO*: Thanks for the propulsion, but we're currently stuck now.  The two lightning pulses turn out to be giant energy beings.  It's a miracle that we haven't sustained major damage or been destroyed.
Host Thang says:
Thing: are there any more of these around? I would like to add it to my collection and mount it at our home place
CNS_Bauer says:
THING/THANG: Sirs, I insist you put me down.  You should listen to what I have to say.....It could be worth something to you.~~~
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CSO*:  Could you send a log of those readings to my console?
CSO_Taal says:
*CIV*: Perhaps there is some sort of energy membrane holding the energy in place. Kind of like skin on humanoids.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Helps the EO reinforce the IDF. It is complete:: *CO*: Reinforcement of IDF is complete. Can we try reversing out of those things ways?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: What's the condition of the ship?
Thing says:
Thang: I think I have seen them over there...   ::kinda points by narrowing himself to the general direction of earth::  They come in all shapes and sizes. It's really cool!
CSO_Taal says:
*CIV*: Transmitting the sensor logs to you now.
CO_Eden says:
*CEO*: I don't want to take the risk.  ::Looks to the CNS again:: We're currently in negotiations.
CSO_Taal says:
::presses a few buttons on the console::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Is there anything my department can do as of now ma'am?
EO_Chapu says:
:: finishes on the IDF reinforcements;  starts on the emitters ::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Most systems are still down.  We could be better.  Do the beings understand you?
Host Thang says:
Thing: but it's sooooo small... I don't thing it would 'view' very well.... and you sure you hear sound energy, for I do not... but perhaps it is your imagination.. You know you always had a bigger imagination than most of our kind
CNS_Bauer says:
THING/THANG: ~~~For what it is worth it is nice to meet you.  It's what we do.~~~
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Sir, if I put the shields up do you think that will keep those things at bay for a bit?  I finally have enough power to use them if we need to.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Receives the readings and begins his calculations::
Thing says:
Thang: Perhaps... ::straighten up himself again and return to a blob of energy::  Perhaps.. We can make it bigger?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I'm not certain maybe I
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CSO*: Thank you Taal.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: am not loud enough for them to hear me.
EO_Chapu says:
:: finishes the emitters ::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Report!
CO_Eden says:
TO: Hold off on the shields.  Putting them up could agitate them.  I'm hoping Lt. Bauer can get through to them.
Thing says:
Thang: Or us smaller?  ::still toys with the ship::  Maybe we can go in there, eh?
CNS_Bauer says:
THING: ~~~No we are not stretchable.~~~
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Yes, sir. I will await orders, then, sir.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, with the amount of energy in those beings, our shields would be ineffective.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Commander, I have modified the Field Emitter Foxtrot so that there won't be a problem again.  The Warp Core should be up any minute, sir.
Host Thang says:
Thing: We shall see ::discharges powerful energy into the Geneva in an attempt to open the molecular bonds to increase the size of the ship
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I think I need to be louder.  But how do I do that?
Thing says:
::repeats:: Thang: "No, we are not stretchable"... I heard that voice energy again..
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok, please keep me informed because I need to report it to the CO. Do you need any help on anything Chapu?
CNS_Bauer says:
THING/THANG:~~~STOP! WE ARE HERE>~~~
Thing says:
::repeats:: Thang: Something is saying stop to me.. Perhaps we should...?
CO_Eden says:
CNS: I don't know Lieutenant.  Is there anything you can think of?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Not really, sir.  Everything else should be good now that Field Emitter Foxtrot is fixed
TO_Usimov says:
CSO: Taal, it seems they are trying to increase the size of the ship, there isn't much I can do. Do you have any ideas?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, the ship is destabilizing.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I dunno I'm trying to think louder and it's harder to do.
Thing says:
Thang: It doesn’t appear to be working.. And you're making black marks all over it!!
CO_Eden says:
::Sees the reading on her console:: CSO: They're discharging power into the ship??
TO_Usimov says:
::glances sideways at Taal waiting for a reply, but not really taking eyes off the console::
CSO_Taal says:
TO: The molecules are being separated at the atomic level.
CNS_Bauer says:
THING/THANG: ~~~STOP! HEAR US!~~~
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok, well me the second the warp core is back up and also run a big level three diagnostic to make sure absolutely everything is running smooth. I'm a believer in fate, leave nothing to chance.
TO_Usimov says:
::wondering just what it is Taal is saying::
CSO_Taal says:
TO: I have no suggestions. Perhaps we should increase power to structural integrity
EO_Chapu says:
:: continues on reinforcing the shields and calibrating all the systems, while keeping an eye on the Warp Core ::
Host Thang says:
ACTION: THE STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY FIELDS HOLDING THE GENEVA TOGETHER ARE STRETCHED BEYOND THEIR LIMITS AND THE SHIP BEGINS TO COME APART
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Aye, sir.
TO_Usimov says:
CSO: That sounds like a plan; I think we will need to contact Stricker, since we are still having a slight problem with the power.
Thing says:
::frowns:: Thang: Just look at all those black marks.. Now we have to clean it.
CNS_Bauer says:
THING/THANG: ~~~Listen and you will hear.~~~
Host Thang says:
Thing: The ship is falling apart, we must stop growing it
CEO_Stricker says:
EO/CIV: We got a big problem with structural integrity!
CO_Eden says:
CSO/TO: With the beings around us, would we even be able to get lifepods out?
CNS_Bauer says:
THING/THANG: ~~~You are killing us. STOP!!!~~~
Thing says:
Thang: Well.. That’s what I've been saying... although.. It’s the black marks I'm worried about.
Thing says:
Thang: It clash with the carpets.
Host Thang says:
::cannot hear the "voices" that Thing apparently can hear::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: I'm sorry to say but our structural integrity field is collapsing!
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns his head towards the CEO, then jumps onto getting the Structural Integrity Fields back together ::
TO_Usimov says:
CO: I don't think that is possible, but it might be our only hope, sir.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Given our current situation, it seems unlikely a lifepod would survive the trip.
Thing says:
::is now ignoring the annoying voices:: Self: It'll go away.. Probably just.. spatial echoes or something.
CO_Eden says:
*CEO*: We're aware of that Commander.  Try to keep it steady as best you can.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Aye sir!
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I think it might help if the other telepaths join me.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Reroute power to compensate!
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: I'm on it, sir.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, perhaps if we polarize our hull to the inverse of the frequency to the energy of the lifeforms, we'd free the ship.
Thing says:
Thang: I can convert myself into a different form of energy, and be smaller... that way, we can see what's up with the inside through the windows..
EO_Chapu says:
:: re-routes the power ::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Call whoever you need to the bridge.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Finishes his calculations and inputs the data to compensate:: CEO: Well, we should be able to form a warp field now... if everything is working properly that is.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok what's the cause of this collapse Lieutenant?
CO_Eden says:
CSO: If we have the power, do it.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: They aren't hearing anything from me but words and noises.  It is bothering them.  They are listening to me about us much as you all do..... Just kidding.... remind me to tell you of my theory about humor in a crisis.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Aye captain.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: The structural integrity is collapsing so no, we're not 100%.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Cause, sir, is because of . . . .
CSO_Taal says:
::polarizes the hull::
EO_Chapu says:
Self: What the h#!%?!?!?!?!?!
Thing says:
Thang: Ow .. ow!!  ::bounces the ship in his "hands" like hot potatoes::  It's burning!!
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Is it because there's too much pressure Lieutenant?
CSO_Taal says:
::makes minute adjustments to the polarization::
TO_Usimov says:
::checks console, but realizes there is not much I can do::
EO_Chapu says:
:: stares at the screen; rubbing his eyes as he attempts to keep the Structural Integrity Field together ::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Keep trying.  Getting through to them could be our only hope... ::Trails off and stares at the view screen, surprised that it still works::
CNS_Bauer says:
*Crew*: I need all personnel with telepathic abilities to report to the bridge.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Sir, it because of the Geneva   being . . . expanded
CNS_Bauer says:
THING/THANG: ~~~HEEEEEEELLLLLLLLLOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!~~~
CEO_Stricker says:
EO; Expanded? Explain!
TO_Usimov says:
<Self>: These things are really big - sort of makes us look like a matchbox toy.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I'm doing my best Ma'am.
CSO_Taal says:
::leaves station and joins the Counselor::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks like an injured puppy::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: I . . . . I can't, sir.  There is no rash explanation.  I'm guessing because of those . . . massive things. . . out there.
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: With your permission, I'd like to initiate a mind meld to enhance your telepathic abilities,
Thing says:
Thang: Here.. You handle this thing for a moment..  ::toss it to Thang::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: We got no weapons ..... I suppose?
CEO_Stricker says:
EO; Well we can try to work on a solution but we'll need more information
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Let's do it.
TO_Usimov says:
::grabs on to seat as we are tossed like a Frisbee from one thing to another::
CSO_Taal says:
::places hand on Counselor's face::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks this is weird::
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: My mind to your mind... my thoughts to your thoughts.
CSO_Taal says:
~~~CNS: Do you hear my thoughts?~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
::Feels head throbs::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Commander, I can't get any more information out of it.  As I said, sir, I can't even explain it.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: ~~~Yeah I can.... how 'bout that.~~~
Thing says:
::gets tossed back to her::  Thang: Silly thing... ::creates an energy tong, using some of his own "energy" and holds the ship with that::
CSO_Taal says:
~~~CNS: I will now meditate and you'd be able to use our enhanced telepathic abilities~~~
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok, well is there anything you can do now? Maybe concentrate on getting our engines back up and running the level three diagnostic on it. Also keep monitoring the structural integrity just in case.
TO_Usimov says:
::wondering just how much this is taking out of Zach, seeing as how it was just a short while ago that he did the same thing for the micro specs::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: ~~~Should I try them again?~~~
CSO_Taal says:
~~~CNS: Yes.~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: ~~~Ok here goes.~~~
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Gets shaken:: CEO: I'm not sure how long the inertial dampeners will hold out with this.  If they fail... we're in big trouble.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: I've been trying my best to keep it together, sir.
CSO_Taal says:
::begins meditation::
Host Thang says:
Thing: we really need to move along... this object is really of small interest...  and I'm not sure it is worth our curiosity
CNS_Bauer says:
THING/THANG: ~~~Please, put us down and listen, both of you, we are not a toy.~~~
EO_Chapu says:
Computer:  Computer, run level 3 diagnostic on the Warp Core and its surrounding systems.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok, send out a few repair teams and we'll keep everything monitored for here. We've got an engineering crew, it is unfair for you o do everything
Thing says:
Thang: Well.. I like it... ::peers the ship again::  It's small.. like.. me.  ::is small compared to Thang::
CNS_Bauer says:
THING/THANG:~~~ Just look what you have done to our ship.~~~
Host Thang says:
Thing: in fact, this whole dimension is quite unappealing and too much like the other twenty dimensions we've visited recently.
TO_Usimov says:
::glances out window in bridge and all I can see are the two things::
Host Thang says:
Thing: I'd like to investigate something with a little more to it
Thing says:
Thang: Except for the energy sound that I keep hearing..
CNS_Bauer says:
THANG: ~~~Yes we are boring you should go someplace fun.  Try Risa.~~~
EO_Chapu says:
*Repair Teams*:  Repair Teams Charlie, Lambardo, and Omega, go to your assigned decks and start repairs on the Structural Integrity Fields.
Thing says:
::big sigh, letting out a steady stream of energy:: Thang: Alright.....  ::pushes the Geneva away with her energy breath::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Remains silent for a time.::
CSO_Taal says:
~~~CNS: Counselor, may I suggest you refer them to the Klingons~~~
TO_Usimov says:
::holds on one more time as we are thrown through space::
CNS_Bauer says:
ALL: Hang on
EO_Chapu says:
:: gets the report on the Warp Core; sees what can be done ::
Thing says:
Thang: Where to now?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Commander, the Warp Core is up and running.
CO_Eden says:
::Holds onto console as the Geneva is blown away very much like the sensation of going to warp::
Host Thang says:
::begins to hyper-accelerate....   which begins to form a dimensional shift::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Engineering Reports back the warp core is up and running. I'm not sure what we can do with it, but we got her back,
CSO_Taal says:
::falls to the floor, effectively ending the mind meld::
Thing says:
::joins Thang's hyper-acceleration::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Falls from a sitting position to lying on the floor::
Host Thang says:
ACTION: AS THE TWO ENORMOUS ENERGY BEINGS APPEAR TO MOVE INTERDIMENSIONALLY, THE GENEVA IS HALF DRAWN ALONG WITH THEM, INTO A VAST INTER-DIMENSIONAL VOID. THE CREW BEGINS TO SEE MULTIPLE UNIVERSES AND DIMENSIONS OF AMAZING VARIATION AND INFINITE ALTERNATES
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Gets thrown across Main Engineering, bumping his head, and getting knocked unconscious::
TO_Usimov says:
::watches as things seem to leave the ship alone and go on their merry way::
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: OOOWWWWWWCH!!!!! ::Feels a bit of pain in his neck and in his head just because::
EO_Chapu says:
:: is thrown into the bulk head behind him ::
CSO_Taal says:
::looks around::
CO_Eden says:
*Sickbay*: Medic to the bridge.
Thing says:
::takes a one last look at the Geneva:: Geneva: Bah-bye... ~~~~CNS: Bye! Who or whatever you are! ~~~~
Host Thang says:
ACTION: MANY OF THE ALTERNATE DIMENSIONS ARE INCOMPREHENSIBLE AND MANY OF THE CREW ON VARIOUS DECKS SUFFER FROM WHAT APPEAR TO BE HALLUCINOGENIC SYMPTOMS
TO_Usimov says:
::looking out window in amazement, thinking this is a beautiful sight::
CSO_Taal says:
ALL: Fascinating.
CO_Eden says:
::Watches the view screen in awe, it was like nothing she'd ever dreamed of::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Gets knocked down. Gets up and runs over to the EO:: *Sickbay*: Medical emergency, main engineering.
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Oh help; there is something wrong with my brain.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Goes over to the CIV and sees he is unconscious:: *Sickbay*: Another medical team to the bridge
CSO_Taal says:
::gets up::
EO_Chapu says:
:: gets up and rubs his lower back ::
Host Thang says:
ACTION: THE INTER-DIMENSIONAL TRAVELERS MAKE THEIR WAY OUT OF THE KNOWN UNIVERSE, AND THE GENEVA SUDDENLY SNAPS BACK COMPLETELY TO ITS "NORMAL" UNIVERSE AND DIMENSION
CSO_Taal says:
::extends hand to help up Counselor::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Getting all dizzy even sitting..... closes his eyes......... eeekkkk....that's worse::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: I'm alright, Commander.
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: Counselor, are you all right?
TO_Usimov says:
::shakes head wondering what is happening to the Geneva::
CO_Eden says:
::Shakes herself out of the trance as space returns to the normal black backdrop::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Sorry Captain. I don't mean to interrupt. The crew down here is unconscious except for me and the EO. Medical teams are dispatched.
EO_Chapu says:
:: shakes his head as he gets up to his feet ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Is surprised at the feeling coming like that and now..... just...... gone.::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Medical teams are coming, if you are injured, we'll get you help!
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Man, what a rush.....ALL: that was phat, huh?
CO_Eden says:
::Looks around at some of the junior bridge crew::  *CEO*: We have similar symptoms up here.
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: Phat?
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: I don't know.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Staff is going to be limited. I just wanted to let you know Captain! I hope everything is ok up there!
Host Thang says:
ACTION: ONE OF THE SIDE EFFECTS OF THE TRAVELERS ATTEMPTING TO 'EXPAND' THE GENEVA IS THAT ALL POWERED SYSTEMS SEEM TO HAVE BEEN RE-ENERGIZED
CO_Eden says:
*Sickbay*: Bridge to sickbay, you'd better send a whole team up here.
CSO_Taal says:
::goes back to station::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, there is no sign of the massive lifeforms.
EO_Chapu says:
:: Moves over to the Central Console with a little bit of trouble ::
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Understood.  What's our location?
CEO_Stricker says:
:Medical teams enter MENG carrying the conscious crew way:: <MO:> EO: How are you?
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Huh? Oh, like it's umm rad, you know cool......... ok it is a very interesting and amazing thing that just occurred...... don't you agree Mr. Taal?
TO_Usimov says:
::checking weapons and shields and seeing that amazingly they are back to normal power::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Following CSO to CO::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Begins to wake up::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: We're approximately 5.5 light years from our previous position.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Sorry, Captain.  I guess I wasn't much help this time.
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: It was.. fascinating.
CO_Eden says:
CNS: I'll bet your report is going to be very interesting. ::Smiles at the CNS, clearly exhausted but excited::
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns his head to the voice :: MO: Oh,  I'm good.  I just have some pain in my lower back.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Right..... Phat.
TO_Usimov says:
::shakes head one last time to get rid of the hallucinations, and get back to my duty::
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: Yes... phat.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Smiles at the all too serious Vulcan::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, that was phat!
CEO_Stricker says:
<MO> ::Scann:: You have several pulled nerves and are coming with me!
TO_Usimov says:
::checks console one last time::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Not sure.
CO_Eden says:
::Suppresses a laugh:: CSO: Indeed Lieutenant.
Host Thang says:
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